I. Prepare a MARC worksheet for the book below (10 points) You need to do the following fields if applicable: 010,020,092,100,245,250,260,300,4xx,5xx,6xx,and 7xx.

**The First Saturday in May in Kentucky**

A history of the Kentucky Derby

Text by
Helda Horse
And
Crown Jewel

Color Photographs by
Rose Camera

Churchill Press
Louisville, KY

**Sports in Kentucky Series**
1. March Madness by Basket Bushell
2. Bass Fishing by Rod Creek
3. Sparta 400 by Chevy Wheels
4. The First Saturday in May in Kentucky by Helda Horse and Crown Jewel

©2006 by Churchill Press
Louisville, KY

0-2938-5158-X

Other Information: Paging: ii-xv, 1-254, size: 30 centimeters. Bibliography starts on an unnumbered page between pages 230 and 232, and it ends on page 246. There are three indexes: general, horse, and jockey

020 029385158X
092 1 798.4009769 $b .H787
100 1 Horse, Helda.
245 14 The first Saturday in May in Kentucky : $b a history of the Kentucky Derby / $c Helda Horse and Crown Jewel ; color photographs by Rose Camera.
300 xv, 254 p. : $b col. ill. ; $c 30 cm.
440 0 Sports in Kentucky series ; $v 4
504 Includes bibliographical references (p. [231]-246) and indexes.
611 20 Kentucky Derby.
650 0 Horse racing $z Kentucky.
700 1 Jewel, Crown.
700 1 Camera, Rose.

II. Assign call numbers for the following: (20 points)

A. Daydreams a key to an active imagination by Elizabeth Sawyer 153.3
B. Libraries in Oregon by Alice Schmidt 027.0795
C. Geography of South Carolina 917.57
D. Early versions of the Old Testament 221.4
F. Serial publication on geometry 516.005
F. German grammar 435 or 438.2
G. Collection of German humor by several authors 837.008
H. Special education for gifted students with physical handicaps 371.95
I. Spanish/English English/Spanish dictionary 463
J. A book of Robert Frost poems 811
K. Bibliography of geology (Make two classification numbers)
   016.551 551.016

III. Assign a Cutter number for A, B, & C in number II.
   A. Sa97
   B. Sch52
   C. G292